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 Quest KME_Generation_ByQuest is a beast of a quest. A quest for learning your hero's generation. It's a fight between the
dragon for beauty and the poo for tails. Basically. (If you're just here for the dragons, you can see them all here) This is a

generation of mergers in the half-generation of the game. Each of them represents a generation/generation 1 quest. (it's not a
quest for your character) And, I made a spreadsheet of it. Generation 1 Generation 2 Each of the columns represent a specific

generation. In the generation 2 column, each individual generation gets the maximum score for each individual generation. So, if
you want to make your character's generation bigger, you have to follow a different path. You have to wait until a dragon

generation so you can start at generation 1. And for your reference. Here's a picture. With each turn, you get a little boost to
your generation. Generation 1: You start with one-hundred and five people. Generation 2: You start with ten-thousand people.

Generation 3: You start with a billion people. Generation 4: You start with three-hundred billion people. Generation 5: You start
with a million million people. Generation 6: You start with a billion billion people. Generation 7: You start with a trillion people.

Generation 8: You start with a quadrillion people. Generation 9: You start with a quintillion people. Generation 10: You start
with a sextillion people. Generation 11: You start with an octillion people. Generation 12: You start with a nonillion people
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